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The fields of plasmonics, Raman spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy have recently undergone considerable
development, but independently of one another. By combining these techniques, a range of complementary information
could be simultaneously obtained at a single molecule level. Here, we report the design, fabrication and application of a
photonic–plasmonic device that is fully compatible with atomic force microscopy and Raman spectroscopy. Our approach
relies on the generation and localization of surface plasmon polaritons by means of adiabatic compression through a
metallic tapered waveguide to create strongly enhanced Raman excitation in a region just a few nanometres across. The
tapered waveguide can also be used as an atomic force microscope tip. Using the device, topographic, chemical and
structural information about silicon nanocrystals may be obtained with a spatial resolution of 7 nm.

T
he development of spectroscopic techniques capable of
physical and chemical mapping on a spatial scale of a few
nanometres has been a topic of increasing interest in recent

years. The rapid progress in new techniques has taken advantage
of advances in another relatively new field—nanoplasmonics.
Nanoplasmonics can be thought of as a ‘second youth’ for plasmo-
nics, because the early studies in the field date back to the 1970s
(ref. 1). This recent progress has been possible as a result of advances
in nanofabrication technology. In fact, the characteristic length scale
of the structures necessary to manipulate and generate surface
plasmon polaritons (SPPs) in the visible and near-infrared region
of the optical spectrum is in the nanometre regime2,3. In this
work, the minimum characteristic length scale of the proposed
device is of the order of l/100, where l is the wavelength of the
SPP exciting laser field.

The additional challenge of achieving complete control of light
manipulation requires that the plasmonic architecture be designed
in all three spatial directions. For this reason, conventional bidimen-
sional fabrication methods derived from the microelectronics indus-
try have had to be revised and improved to move beyond the planar
‘manhattan-like’ architectures characteristic of even the most
advanced complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
technologies4,5. Recent advances in this area have led to applications
in subdiffraction imaging5,6 and nanobiosensing7–15.

Nanoplasmonics and Raman spectroscopy
We describe the fabrication16 and demonstrate the first application
of a device that, by combining different photonic concepts,
materials and architectures, allows the generation of strongly loca-
lized SPPs to obtain a chemical map at the same spatial resolution
(below 10 nm) of an atomic force microscope (AFM). The device
consists of a two-dimensional dielectric photonic crystal cavity17

patterned on a Si3N4 AFM cantilever, together with a tapered
silver waveguide placed at the centre of the cavity (Fig. 1a). The
waveguide is a 2.5-mm-tall metallic cone, with a base diameter of
300 nm, and the minimum radius of curvature at the apex is con-
trollable in the range 2.5–5 nm (Fig. 1c). The entire device is fabri-
cated by means of ion milling and electron-beam induced
deposition (see Methods and Supplementary Information). The
device can be fully integrated with an inverted Raman microscope
combined with an AFM stage, as shown in Fig. 1d.

The photonic crystal cavity enables an efficient coupling between
the external laser source and the tapered waveguide, as shown
by previous numerical simulations18 (see Supplementary
Information), together with optimal sample illumination. In fact,
the focal plane from which the SPPs are launched is 2.5 mm away
from the cone apex where the Raman excitation is generated. This
drastically lowers the background intensity at the sample plane.
Thus, the spatial separation between SPP generation and Raman
excitation efficiently increases the signal-to-noise ratio in the
Raman spectrum. The focusing of SPPs follows an adiabatic com-
pression mechanism, which causes a strong localization of the elec-
trical field in a region with a size comparable to the apex radius of
curvature19,20 (see Supplementary Information).

Another approach, in which SPP generation is efficiently
obtained by direct illumination of a sharp conductive tip, is used
in tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS). This technique suc-
ceeds in achieving nanoscale chemical analysis with single molecule
sensitivity21–25. In conventional TERS experiments Raman scatter-
ing usually takes place at a diffraction-limited focal spot centred
at the tip apex, which generates a far-field background superim-
posed on the TERS signal arising from the evanescent SPP field26.
In the present photonic–plasmonic device the Raman signal is gen-
erated only at the tip apex, with negligible background signal in the
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far field. In addition, in the TERS configuration, the plasmonic
coupling conditions are strongly dependent on the environment,
sample characteristics and geometry. In the present device,
however, the coupling is driven by the photonic crystal cavity,
which is located far from the sample, and is much less sensitive to
the above parameters.

To demonstrate that the excitation of the SPPs is due to the
combination of the photonic crystal cavity and the tapered wave-
guide, and to exclude other focusing mechanisms, a direct com-
parison using different experimental conditions was carried out.
We designed a specific experiment in which illumination was pro-
vided through a lens of numerical aperture (NA) equal to 0.2 and
25 mm working distance, and collection was realized by a �150
objective with NA¼ 0.95 with a focal plane that could be adjusted
between different positions along the tapered waveguide (see
Supplementary Information). We compared the complete device
having both cone and cavity with those having a cone only and
photonic crystal cavity only (Fig. 2a,b and c, respectively). The
operating principle of the complete device is outlined in Fig. 2a.
It can be seen that the progressive light is focused towards the
apex of the waveguide. The spot size at the focal plane of the
cone apex (Fig. 2a(iii)) is �350 nm (diffraction-limited) and is
much smaller than the illuminated region at the cavity plane
(Fig. 2a(i)), indicating the generation and adiabatic focusing of
SPPs towards the cone apex. When the cavity is absent (Fig. 2b),
there is only divergent scattering from the bottom of the cone
and no efficient generation and focusing of SPPs can be observed.
In Fig. 2c, in the device with photonic crystal cavity only, there is

only a partial increase in intensity at the plane of the cavity, but no
focusing can be detected out of this plane. This direct comparison
demonstrates that the effectiveness of the coupling mechanism
between the external laser and the tapered waveguide is due to
the presence of the photonic crystal cavity. Numerical simulations
that confirm the role of the photonic crystal cavity in the coupling
mechanism are discussed in the Supplementary Information.

The SPP spatial confinement in the near field is comparable to
the radius of curvature of the tapered waveguide apex, which in
our best case lies between 2.5 and 5 nm. The expected electric
field enhancement E due to adiabatic compression is theoretically
evaluated for a silver cone by using the theoretical approach in
refs 18 and 19. The enhancement E is defined as E¼ jEtipj/jEbasej,
where Etip and Ebase are the maximum electrical fields at the apex
and bottom of the waveguide, respectively (see Supplementary
Information). The calculated field enhancement as a function of
radius of the curvature of the tip is reported in Fig. 3. Note that
enhancement values of practical interest are in the range of 100.
This value is reached when the radius of curvature of the tip
is below 5 nm. For successful spectroscopy applications this necessi-
tates state-of-the-art fabrication quality. The difficulty in fabricating
three-dimensional tapered waveguides with this severe geometrical
constraint highlights the importance of the experimental demon-
stration of three-dimensional adiabatic focusing in our device.

The architecture of the device and the mechanical stiffness of the
tapered waveguide allow us to use it both as an AFM tip and as a
nanometre light source for near-field Raman excitation. In other
words, we are trying to obtain topographic and chemical mapping
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Figure 1 | Tapered waveguide on an AFM cantilever and experimental apparatus. a, Scanning electron microscope image of the device fabricated on a set of

silicon nitride AFM cantilevers. The inset shows the whole chip with multiple tips. b,c, Close-up images of the photonic crystal cavity, fabricated on the

silicon nitride membrane, and the tapered plasmonic waveguide with a conical shape and radius of curvature at the apex of 5 nm. d, Sketch of the

experimental setup, showing the integration of the photonic–plasmonic device into an AFM–Raman microscope. The nanofabricated AFM tips and silicon

nanocrystal sample are mounted on the AFM tip holder and on the sample stage, respectively (Nanowizard II, JPK Berlin). The AFM is equipped with a

special module (TAO, JPK Berlin) that allows independent scanning of the tip or the sample in an area of 100� 100 mm2, with a scanning step resolution

better than 1 nm. The sample and AFM tip can therefore be aligned independently with respect one another and the optical axis of the microscope. AFM

cantilever deflection is monitored through a conventional laser beam deflection system with an infrared laser (l¼ 860 nm) and detected by a four-quadrant

photodiode (QPD). Raman and AFM laser spectral regions are separated and do not overlap.
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to yield structural and stress information with the same spatial
resolution as is imposed by the geometry of the tip, that is,
limited only by its radius of curvature. To accomplish this we first
fabricated the device on an AFM cantilever. We then investigated
a test sample for which the chemical composition had periodic
spatial variations in the range of few nanometres. The test sample
consisted of patches and gratings of silicon nanocrystals having
different pitches (from several micrometres to a submicrometre
scale) obtained by laser melting of a silica substrate previously fab-
ricated by plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD).

The average nanocrystal size was expected to be less than 10 nm
(see Supplementary Information)27. An AFM topography of a
sample with submicrometre pitch is shown in Fig. 4.

Topographic and chemical mapping
Our experiments were performed using a home-built Raman AFM
microscope (Fig. 1d) combining the three techniques of optical
microscopy, Raman spectroscopy and AFM. Raman spectra were
obtained in transmission configuration using a 532-nm solid-state
laser providing a power of 1 mW to the sample. The photonic
crystal cavity was illuminated from the top with a microscope con-
denser and a home-built lens system with NA¼ 0.35 and working
distance of 70 mm. The scattered radiation was collected in
the forward direction by a �63 oil-immersion objective with
NA¼ 1.4 focused at the sample/tip plane. The radiation scattered
by the sample was first filtered by a notch filter with an optical
density of six and then analysed by a single-grating 750-mm focal
length monochromator. Finally, Raman spectra were acquired
using a high-sensitivity thermoelectric cooled electron-multiplied
charge-coupled device detector. The acquisition time for each
Raman spectrum was 100 ms.

To test the spatial resolution of our device for chemical mapping
the best fabricated tapered waveguide with an apex radius of curva-
ture of 2.5 nm was used. In this case, the expected theoretical field
enhancement was �100 (Raman enhancement �1� 108). The
AFM–Raman setup was operated in tapping mode and wet con-
ditions (in distilled water) to measure simultaneously the topography
and Raman intensity map by scanning the sample and acquiring
Raman data across the lithographic structures, point by point.
A three-dimensional map of the Raman signal at 520 cm21 scanned
over an area of�2,000� 20 nm2 is shown in Fig. 5a. For this analysis
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Figure 2 | Experimental test of SPP generation and propagation along the tapered waveguide. a–c, High-magnification optical microscope images of

different devices under the same excitation conditions for the whole device (cone plus photonic crystal cavity) (a), the cone only (b) and the photonic crystal

cavity only (c). Images are taken by focusing the excitation laser at the photonic crystal cavity plane (tapered waveguide base) with a NA¼0.2 lens and

adjusting the focus of the imaging objective (�150, NA¼0.9) at three different positions along the vertical direction: (i) at the cavity plane (tapered

waveguide base); (ii) at the mid height of the cone; (iii) at the apex of the cone.
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we focused on the spectral range between 400 and 650 cm–1.
The spectral region between 430 and 480 cm21 is related to the pres-
ence of amorphous silica (SiOx) and amorphous silicon. Although
the Raman cross-section of silica is very low, our device can effi-
ciently excite the Si–O bending vibration. The appearance on
the spectrum of a peak centred at �520 cm21 is evidence for the
crossing of a crystallized silicon boundary. The continuous red line
in Fig. 5a is a representative line scan for which the Raman spectral
details are reported in Fig. 5b. Raman spectra were collected in
the transmission configuration in the boundary region between the
silica and the crystalline silicon (c-Si) region by scanning the
sample with a step size of 220 nm. The corresponding Raman
signal contrast at 520 cm21 is significant, with intensity ranging
from 0 to 8,000 counts s21.

A more severe resolution test can be achieved by scanning the
sample in a patterned region in which the crystalline and amor-
phous topography forms a grating with submicrometre pitch
(Fig. 4). From the AFM measurements it could be seen that
silicon, upon laser-induced crystallization, has its height reduced
by �100 nm, which results in the formation of a trench on the
sample surface, as shown in the three-dimensional AFM map in
Fig. 6a. The AFM scan step size was 7 nm. The red line in Fig. 6a
is a representative AFM line scan from which we simultaneously
obtained the Raman intensity map shown in Fig. 6b (upper

panel), in which the Raman spectrum extends from 504 to
540 cm21. The acquisition time of each Raman map was 5 s.
Figure 6b (lower panel) shows the topography and Raman intensity
for the same line scan. The Raman intensity is taken at the
maximum of the silicon phonon peak at �520 cm21.

The Raman intensity and relative peak amplitudes change from
point to point, indicating an optical resolution of better than 7 nm.
Point-by-point Raman measurements with up to 10 repetitions at
the same position produced an average of +3.5% signal error
(Fig. 6b, lower panel). The capability of measuring this strong contrast
in Raman intensity on a nanometre length scale is compatible with
our experimental conditions only if the Raman excitation is caused,
as theoretically expected, by a strongly localized SPP in a region com-
parable to the radius of curvature of the tapered waveguide apex. From
the experimental data we estimated the experimental enhancement to
be E¼ 4.5� 106 by comparing the silicon Raman intensity from a
bulk crystalline sample with that from our sample when considering
a scattering volume of �70 nm3 (2.5� 2.5� 10 nm3, where 2.5 nm
is the apex radius of curvature and 10 nm is the estimated z resolution
for the tapered waveguide).

Nanoscale information from Raman spectra
These results were further reinforced by a quantitative analysis of
the spectra obtained using the phonon confinement model
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Figure 5 | Wide-scan Raman spectra and three-dimensional map of a silicon nanocrystal/SiOx surface. a, Three-dimensional map of the Raman signal at
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(PCM)28 adapted for size distribution29,30. The model, through
detailed lineshape analysis, allows the determination of crystalline
grain size, crystalline fraction, nanocrystal stress conditions and
their distribution in the amorphous matrix. The model assumes
the relaxation of crystal momentum in the creation and annihilation
of phonons in the nanocrystals31. Theoretical calculations to fit all
experimental Raman data were made by considering that the
phonon is strongly confined to the nanocrystals (see
Supplementary Information). In this case, the phonon confinement
function and its associated Fourier coefficient are
Wðr; LÞ ¼ expð�8p2r2=L2Þ and jCð0; qÞj2 ffi expð�ðq2L2=16p2ÞÞ,
respectively (where q is the wavevector in the Brillouin zone and L
is nanocrystal lateral size).

Raman analysis for long scan measurements (220 nm step size,
Fig. 5a,b) was carried out by using the PCM to evaluate silicon
nanocrystal size. The Raman spectra show various bands in
the 400–600 cm–1 range. Vibrational bands at �465 cm–1 and
�515 cm–1 are attributed to the convolution of SiOx , amorphous
silicon32,33 and silicon nanocrystals, respectively. Note that, in
general, as the dimensions of the nanocrystal decrease, there is a
redshift in the Raman vibrational frequency of silicon nanocrystals
and an increase in bandwidth with respect to the c–Si band.
The measured shift towards a lower frequency is due to the fact
that the transitions with wavevector q = 0 become a factor when
the silicon grain size decreases following the dispersion curve,
v(q)¼ 520.5–120(qa/2p)2, where a¼ 5.43 Å is the lattice constant.
On the other hand, an increase in broadening is observed, because
transitions other than q¼ 0 break the degeneracy of optical
phonons, leading to additional transitions31. To estimate the size
of the silicon nanocrystals, the band centred at �520 cm–1 was
fitted using stress-corrected PCM (see Supplementary
Information), whereas the vibrational band at �470 cm–1 was well
reproduced by a Gaussian function. It can be seen that as we
move from Position 1 to Position 10 in Fig. 5b, the intensity ratio
of the Raman band centred at �515 cm–1 to the Raman band at
�465 cm–1 decreases. Meanwhile, from PCM analysis, the size of
silicon nanocrystals is found to increase from 41 to 56 Å, and, inter-
estingly, size dispersion simultaneously increases. This effect could
be due to a gradient heating of the SiOx surface from the centre
to the tail of the laser Gaussian beam during the melting process.
In addition, the silicon Raman vibrational band at Positions 9 and
10 of Fig. 5b is observed at �525 cm–1. The Raman band shifts

towards higher wavenumbers with respect to the c-Si peak, revealing
a strong compressive stress on the sample surface. We found that
when the Raman signal of c-Si is intense (Position 1), there is a
tensile stress of 0.2 GPa that redshifts the Raman band by
0.8 cm21 with respect to unstressed silicon. In moving from
Position 1 to Position 10, the stress changes from tensile to compres-
sive. This, very likely, is due to the Si-c melting in a SiOx matrix
through laser heating. The compressive stress observed at Position
10 is �2 GPa (corresponding to a blueshift of 7.6 cm21; ref. 34).

The crystalline volume fraction from long scan measurements
(Fig. 5a,b) was calculated by fitting the Raman spectra using
various bands in the 400–490 cm–1 and 500–520 cm–1 ranges.
Integrated Raman band intensity in the 400–490 cm–1 range is
attributed to an amorphous contribution, whereas for the crystalline
contribution, bands in the 500–520 cm–1 range are considered to be
relevant. From Position 1 to Position 10 in Fig. 5b, a continuous
decrease in crystalline fraction from 99% to 20% was measured
(see Supplementary Information).

This analysis was further applied to a region of the sample with a
submicrometre pitch, in which the AFM step size was 7 nm (Fig. 6).
No spectral shift was observed in this case, but a variation in the
c-Si/SiOx ratio was clearly evaluated. The crystalline volume fraction
was calculated at each point of the line scan as already explained.
As can be seen from Fig. 6b, the Raman signal of the silicon nano-
crystals decreases along the wall of the trench (scan position
between 75 nm and 105 nm in Fig. 6b). In fact, in this region the
submicrometre melting lithography causes a faster non-equilibrium
recrystallization process. As a consequence, a sharp decrease in crys-
talline fraction of between 60 and 45% was measured when scanning
from the centre of the trench to its wall. The experimental silicon
Raman intensity map is in good agreement with the distribution
of silicon nanocrystals estimated from PCM calculations (see
Supplementary Information). The Raman intensity variations
measured point by point with a step size of 7 nm were interpreted
by the PCM analysis as being due to the grain size spatial distri-
bution of the silicon nanocrystals, thus indicating the sub-10-nm
resolution of our actual device. This confirms that the measured
intensity variations in the Raman signal can be explained by the
local generation of SPPs in a spatial region comparable to the size
of the silicon nanocrystals.

In conclusion, the development of a photonic–plasmonic device
that is fully compatible with AFM and Raman spectroscopy opens
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up a number of significant opportunities in the nanoscale chemical
mapping of materials. The approach could be of particular benefit in
the nanoscale analysis of biological matter, such as in the investi-
gation of cell membrane protein spatial distributions, in which che-
mical/physical bond strengths and amino acid composition in vivo
conditions could be revealed. We believe that device architectures
based on the adiabatic generation of SPPs have considerable poten-
tial for applications in which a reliable nanometre-sized light source
is of utmost importance.

Methods
The whole device was fabricated using an FEI Nova Nanolab 600 dual beam
system. The photonic crystal consisted of a triangular lattice of air holes (lattice
constant¼ 250 nm, hole diameter¼ 160 nm) patterned on a 100-nm-thick Si3N4
membrane. Three missing holes in the centre generated a photonic crystal cavity,
termed L3, tuned at l¼ 532 nm. To fabricate the cavity on the AFM cantilever with
a thickness of 100 nm, we thinned locally a commercially available Si3N4 cantilever
(600 nm standard thickness) around the area of the photonic crystal cavity
(for additional images and details see Supplementary Information). Ion-beam
milling was then used to define the photonic crystal. A silver tapered waveguide was
grown in the centre of the cavity using electron beam induced deposition from a gas
precursor containing a platinum–carbon polymer (CH3)3Pt(CpCH3) (ref. 16). A
thin film of silver was deposited on the surface of the device (30 nm thick), and then
silver removed locally from the photonic crystal surface. The cone apex was
machined with a radius of 2.5–5 nm using low-current ion milling (current, 10 pA).
Finally, the sample was immersed in diluted fluoride acid for a few seconds to
remove a 10-nm layer of silicon nitride implanted by gallium during the
milling process.
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